Accelerate Any-to-Any Health
Data Integration
Innovation continues to disrupt and transform
healthcare. Advancements in consumer
engagement, value-based care, and care
coordination models make the need to access
and use data more critical than ever.
These advancements create opportunities to
enhance workflows inside and surrounding the
EHR which accelerates the need for confident
and rapid data exchange.

Top ranked

Integration engines in KLAS

1,000+

Customers worldwide

Seamless and Secure Integration
Lyniate Envoy makes your most difficult integrations
happen fast. Using proven technology and
expertise, Lyniate Envoy enables patient data
integration from any source to any destination,
in any format. Whether it’s for a single pilot or
scaling to hundreds of integrations. Instead of
investing in specialized integration resources,
Lyniate’s deep expertise solves this, so your
team can focus on other key initiatives.

40+ Years

Health integration experience

“Lyniate appealed to us because it was quick
and easy to integrate with our software.
It allowed us to obtain the unverified order
information from EHR providers, and that’s
key to providing health systems with an
effective telepharmacy solution.”
Sean Parsons
Senior Solutions Architect PipelineRx

Successful Integrations with EHRs

lyniate.com
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EHR integration experts

Use Cases

Lyniate has extensive experience solving healthcare
integration problems built on a deep understanding
of EHR workflows along with cutting-edge
automation of cloud infrastructure security, devOps
processes, and interface engines — all built on a
solid foundation of continuous HIPAA compliance.

Lyniate’s any-to-any EHR integration approach
helps a variety of solutions across the entire
spectrum of healthcare, such as:

What we offer

Population Health
Patient Engagement
Patient Record Outcomes
Prior Authorization

Interface Build & Configuration

Telehealth

to keep information standard across implementations.

Clinical Decisions

We transform HL7 messages into JSON or FHIR messages

Project Management

Our dedicated team helps you manage timelines, create
project plans, and track deliverables.
Setup & Maintenance

Consumer Engagement
Support Communications
Release of Information
Supply Chain Optimization
Claims Processing & Audit Tracking Solutions

Lyniate’s engineers build, configure, test, and maintain
VPN connections to allow for data transmission.

Are you looking to take the stress out of your EHR integration?

Let’s talk.
lyniate.com

